
 

NAIDOC Week celebrations are held across Australia each July to celebrate the 

history, culture and achievements of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples. 

NAIDOC is celebrated not only in Indigenous communities, but by Australians from 

all walks of life. The week is a great opportunity to participate in a range of activities 

and to support the local Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander community. 

NAIDOC originally stood for ‘National Aborigines and 

Islanders Day Observance Committee’. This 

committee was once responsible for organising 

national activities during NAIDOC Week and its 

acronym has since become the name of the week 

itself.  

At EMPS we have a long history of celebrating 

NAIDOC Week but this year, as it occurs in the school 

holidays, we moved our celebration forward and this 

year had an amazing incursion which celebrated and highlighted Aboriginal culture 

and technology.  

The performance was called ‘Aboriginal Survival 

Technology’ 

The dynamic presentation gave our students a visual and 

tactile experience of traditional technologies used by 

indigenous peoples across the varied environments of 

Australia's deserts, mountains, rivers and sea shores.  

 

The presenter, Philip Green, has a large collection of museum-quality artefacts 

which were given out in multiple touch-boxes for students to examine and handle. A 

National Geographic photographer, Philip used his stunning photos in an audio-

visual presentation of the native plants and wildlife used for food, clothing, medicine, 

shelter, weapons and art. 

 



Naturalist Philip Green: Philip has visited or 

lived with indigenous communities in North and 

Central America, New Zealand and Australia. In 

his eco-safaris across Australia, Philip has 

visited with local Aborigines living in Kakadu 

wetlands, outback deserts, inland river systems 

and mountain forests. He has collected artefacts 

and inspected Aboriginal sites in every 

Australian state. These experiences have  

inspired him to produce a cultural show that gives students the opportunity to 

connect hands-on with the survival technologies of Australia's First People.  

 

ABORIGINAL PEOPLE FORMED one of the most technologically advanced 

societies in the world when they first arrived in Australia. The way they adapted to 

our country's challenging conditions is a testament to Aussie inventiveness. 

Diversification was the key to surviving in such a harsh and varied landscape as 

Australia. This diversity can be seen in the wide range of technology that Aboriginal 

people used and still use. But, like all of the best inventions, these were simple, 

elegant solutions and made from materials close at hand. Many of these inventions 

reveal a deep understanding of science and medicine.  

Students were able to see, touch and learn about Aboriginal technologies; just like 

the ten on the next page: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.australiangeographic.com.au/news/2011/09/dna-confirms-aboriginal-culture-one-of-earths-oldest


 

Aboriginal Inventions: 10 Enduring Innovations 
 

The Boomerang: 
The boomerang's 
distinctive sound and 
remarkable return flight 
has made it famous 
throughout the world. 
Other cultures invented 
throwing sticks with 
controllable motion and 
spin, but the boomerang 
was a purely Aboriginal invention. The angled shape with asymmetrical curves 
makes use of one of the most complicated principles of aerodynamics: asymmetrical 
lift. 
 

 The Woomera: 
The woomera is 
another uniquely 
Aboriginal 
invention that uses 
leverage to allow a 
spear to be thrown 
up to three times 
further.                    
Witnesses report seeing spears thrown with enough force to skewer the trunk of a 
full-grown eucalyptus tree! Typically, the woomera was made by shaping a piece of 
hardwood into a long, thin handle and attaching a stone to the base to hold a spear-
end in place. 
 
Thermoplastic Resins: Aboriginal people made a 
powerful thermoplastic resin from porcupine grass 
and grass trees. They beat the resin out of the 
grass, then cleaned it and heated it over fire to 
create a sticky black substance. The resulting resin 
hardened as it cooled and was strong enough to 
bind rock to wood. This resin was used to create 
tools such as spears, woomeras and axes. 
 

 

 

http://www.australiangeographic.com.au/magazine/archive/volume_107/ag107-016
http://www.australiangeographic.com.au/photography/wallpapers/2014/10/grass-trees/


 

Weirs and Fish Traps: Aboriginal people 
demonstrated a sophisticated 
understanding of engineering, physics 
and aquaculture in the design of 
elaborate stone fish traps in NSW, and 
the 100 sq.km eel farm at Lake Condah in 
Victoria. They made these fish farms by 
creating complex systems of canals, 
linked weirs and ponds out of river 
stones. Lake Condah shows evidence of 
a very large, settled community that 

harvested and smoked eels to trade. Some of Australia's Aboriginal fish traps are 
thought to be up to 40,000 years old. They may be some of the oldest surviving 
human-made structures in the world. 
 

Firestick Farming: When the first 
settlers arrived in Sydney, they 
found fields of open grass that 
seemed ideal for farming sheep. 
They didn't know that Aboriginal 
people made and actively 
maintained these fields through a 
form of controlled burning called 

'firestick farming'. Aboriginal firestick farming was incredibly precise. They could aim 
the fires in a specific direction to clear tracks through the bush or create open 
parklands. Firestick farming flushed out animals that could be killed immediately for 
food. New grasses grew in the burned off areas, creating ideal conditions for game 
animals such as wallabies, and encouraging low-growing food plants to grow. Some 
Aboriginal people have warned that low intensity burning is necessary to prevent 
more serious fires in Australia. 
 

Water Bags: The Coolgardie Safe, which used 

capillary action and evaporative cooling to 

keep food from spoiling, was the 'household 

fridge' of Australia from the 1890s until the 

mid-twentieth century. It is thought to have 

been partly inspired by watching Aboriginal 

people carry water in special bags made of 

wallaby skin, which used the same principles of heat transfer to keep the water cool. 

 

http://www.australiangeographic.com.au/news/2010/08/radical-fire-plan-for-the-kimberley


Stone and Natural Glass Tools: Aboriginal stone tools 
were highly sophisticated in their range and uses. 
Stone and natural glass were fashioned into chisels, 
saws, knifes, axes and spearheads. Stone tools were 
used for hunting, carrying food, for making ochre, nets, 

clothing, baskets and more. 
Aboriginal people are thought to be 
one of the first to use stone tools to 
grind seeds, and the first to create 
ground edges on stone tools. They could grind a precision edge 
from stone that was as sharp as any metal blade found in 
England in 1788. 

 

The Didgeridoo (didjeridu): The didgeridoo, traditionally played by men in 
ceremony, is a purely Aboriginal invention and is thought to be the world's oldest 

wind instrument. The 
didgeridoo is deceptively 
simple in design but is, in 
fact, a complicated 
instrument. A termite-
hollowed didgeridoo tends to 

be wider in diameter at the bottom than the top, which creates unusual resonant 
frequencies. The vocalisations and circular breathing technique required to play it 
initiate sound wave interactions between the players' lips and vocal tract, and within 
the instrument itself. This creates the didgeridoo's distinctive sound. 
 

Bush Foods and Medicine: Aboriginal people invented 
countless ways to yield food and bush medicine from 
Australia's landscape. They fished, hunted, rendered 
poisonous seeds edible, turned certain moths and grubs into 
delicious meals, made sweet drinks from native honey and 
nectar, ground grass seeds to bake an early form of damper. 
They used tannins to treat inflammation and alkaloids to relieve 
pain; extracted antiseptics such as tea tree oil to cure 
infections; and harvested latex to treat ulcers and skin 
conditions. 

 

Toys: Aboriginal adults made rattles, dolls, spinning tops, and 
balls for their children to play with, as well as small-scale, 
harmless models of tools and weapons. Children made toy 
propellers out of strips of long leaves, which they launched 
into the air in throwing competitions. In North Queensland, 
Aboriginal men played a game using spinning tops made 
from a rainforest gourd, beeswax, ark fibre and hardwood. 

http://www.australiangeographic.com.au/topics/history-culture/2011/02/top-10-aboriginal-bush-medicines


Some comments and observations about ‘The Aboriginal 

Survival Technologies Show’; by our four Head Students:  

 

We learnt that Aboriginal people kept dingoes as pets 

and also to keep them warm at night because a dingo’s 

body temperature is one degree warmer than a human’s. 

We saw how Aboriginal people used stone tools to grind 

bush seeds into a type of flour. 

We were told and shown how Aboriginal people ground 

rocks to make paint and added water to ochre to make 

face paint. We got to have a go and painted our faces 

with ochre too. 

We also learnt about various types of bush medicine used by Aboriginal people 

Ava’s favourite part of the show was being able to actually 

handle the artifacts and the interaction between the 

presenter, Phillip Green, and the audience. He was very 

knowledgeable, funny and also unpredictable. 

Jake really liked the 

accompanying photo show 

and was impressed by how 

many places the presenter 

had been. He, Phillip Green, 

has discovered 16 previously 

unknown Aboriginal campsites in remote areas of 

Australia. 

 

 

Precious thought the show was AWESOME and it was 

a real treat to be able to see and handle artifacts that 

were of a museum quality. 


